The mission for our flagship receiver was simple: the ultimate reproduction of HD audio, which creates surround sound so rich, so dense, no analog amplifier alone can do the job properly. So we created the Hybrid Digital Amplifier. Developed with ICEpower, the leader in digital amplifier design, this breakthrough is at the heart of the SC-09TX. The receiver combines the best of digital and analog technology. It is an achievement that marks a new era in high-definition stereophonic fidelity.

**HD Amplification and Build**
- 1,400W Total System Power
- **Continuous Power Output (FTC):**
  - 200W x 7 (20Hz - 20kHz, .05% THD @ 8Ω, All Channels Driven)
- Class D Direct Energy HD Amplifier
- ICE Class-D Analog Amplifier module
- Ultra Rigid Separated Construction
- 5 Mode Speaker Configuration

**HD Surround Sound**
- AIR STUDIOS Monitor Reference
- THX Ultra 2 PLUS
- Dolby® TrueHD, Dolby Digital Plus, DTS-HD® Master Audio / High-resolution Audio
- Dual 3rd Generation SHARC® Processors + 48 bit Freescale DSP Engines
- Full Band Phase Control
- Advanced MCACC with 9 Band EQ
- Symmetric EQ
- Precision Distance
- Standing Wave Control
- Sampling Rate Converter HDMI Jitter Reduction – Burr Brown
- HDMI® Audio - Ultra low Jitter PLL and Digital Clock Circuits
- Wolfson™ 192 kHz/24 bit DAC’s
- DSD to PCM Converter

**HD Connectivity**
- HDMI ver 1.3a – 6 In / 2 Output
- Deep Color / 30-bit / 36-bit 4:4:4 color depth
- Full Digital Video Converter for HDMI
- Video Scaler – Marvell 1080p / 60Hz
- Component Video – 5 In / 2 Out (Main & Sub Room)

**Digital Sources & Processing**
- Home Media Gallery – Music / Photo / Video¹
- iPod® Player Audio – USB 7 Analog AV
- Play Audio Files from USB
- XM-HD® & SIRIUS® Satellite Radio Ready with OSD & Control*
- 11 Digital Audio In (6 Opt. / 4 Coax.) / 3 Digital Out (2 Opt. / 1 Coax.)
- 2 x i.Link Audio I/O with PQLS
- Front Stage Surround Advance
- Advanced Sound Retriever (for enhanced playback from portable audio devices)
- Neural-THX® Surround, THX Loudness Plus

**Custom Applications**
- Front LCD Display – Set-up / Video Monitor
- Network GUI
- PC Display (Room reverb., Speaker Delay and MCACC Parameters)
- USB Firmware Upgradable
- 3 Zone / 2nd Zone OSD / 2nd Zone DVC
- 2nd Zone HD-Video via Component
- RS232C / IR I/O – 4 In / 4 Out / 12 V Trigger x 4 (assignable)
- 8AV / 6A Analog Inputs – includes Phono
- LCD Learning & Preset Remote

¹XM Connect-and-Play antenna and subscription service (each sold separately) required to receive XM and XM-HD Surround Radio. Sirius antenna and subscription service (each sold separately) required to receive Sirius radio.
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